Detecting stance in news is important for news veracity assessment because it helps factchecking by predicting a stance with respect to a central claim from different information sources. Initiated in 2017, the Fake News Challenge Stage One 1 (FNC-1) proposed the task of detecting the stance of a news article body relative to a given headline, as a first step towards fake news detection. The body text may agree or disagree with the headline, discuss the same claim as the headline without taking a position or is unrelated to the headline.
(a) (b) Figure 1 : (a) The illustration of customized-class based MI algorithm. The input is the customized theme word, documents are then classified according to the themes. The output are groups of keywords under different class. (b) The heat map of the detection results. Results. Outputs generated from different aforementioned methods are combined following two rules, concatenation and summation. Next, single models as well as ensemble of two or three randomly selected models go through 10-fold cross validation. The output layer becomes 4 · N-dimension when adopting concatenation rule, where N is the number of models selected for ensemble. We considered the evaluation metric defined by FNC, where the correct classification of relatedness contributes 0.25 points and correctly classify related pairs as agree, disagree or discuss contributes 0.75 points. Experimental results show that ensemble of three neural network models trained from simple bag-of-words features gives the best performance. These three models are: the baseline MLP; a model from category one where manually selected keyword features are added; a model from category one where added keywords feature are selected by the MICC algorithm. After hyperparameters tuning on validation set, the ensemble of three selected models has shown great performance on the test dataset. As shown in Table 1 , our system beats the FNC-1 winner team Talos by 34.25 marks, which is remarkable considering our system's relatively simple architecture. Figure 1(b) demonstrates the performance of our system. Our deep ensemble model does not outstand in any of the four stance detection categories. However, it reflects the averaging outcome of the best results from the three individual models. It is the ensemble effect that brings the best result in the end. Evaluation has demonstrated that our proposed ensemble-based system can outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms in news stance detection task with a relatively simple implementation.
